DYNAMIC DRIVING TO MOTOR RACING STANDARDS

From professionals for professionals: OPC Performance Training is Opel’s program for drivers who feel fulfilled behind the wheel only when they’re 100% challenged.

Sporty, driving fun and the sheer enjoyment of reaching your own limits in vehicle dynamics and handling are key outcomes, though OPC Performance Training. With its OPC (Opel Performance Center) cars specially developed to give motorsport levels of performance, responsiveness and stability.

For real experts, driving is much more than just using the gas pedal, brake pedal and steering wheel. OPC Performance Training is about learning how to exploit the full potential of sporty OPC models using all your senses. The goal is to achieve an optimal interaction between driver and vehicle. And an important part of this is effectively using modern driver assistance systems or consciously doing without them. Whether you prefer OPC Performance Training or not, you will always be aware of your personal limits and how close you can get to them.

OPC Performance Training at Opel’s test center will give you an insight into the pure adrenaline rush of learning how to handle provoked vehicle breakaways and much more. You’ll discover how to achieve an optimal interaction between driver and vehicle.
1. Trained eye and useful hints: You’ll benefit from the expertise of motorsport legend Joachim ‘Jockel’ Winkelhock and his team of experienced instructors.

2. Performance and handling at motorsport levels: Specially tuned OPC models are ideal training machines on wheels. Jockel Winkelhock will personally show you how everything works.

‘JOCKEL’ COACHES THE OPC TRAINING EXPERIENCE

Jockel Winkelhock is a virtuoso behind the wheel. Formula One, sports cars, touring cars – he’s raced everything on tracks around the world, and he’s done so very successfully, racking up victories at everything from the classic 24-hours of Le Mans endurance race to the Nürburgring.

Jockel co-developed the OPC Performance Training program, responsible for selecting the trained instructors. You will benefit from professional work down to the finest detail and a personal analysis of your performance. Jockel adds a good dose of humor. Jockel attends every OPC Performance Training session, providing a detailed analysis of your performance, all delivered with a personal touch.

The goal is to learn to drive faster – with perfect coordination, control and safety! OPC Performance models are ideal training machines for ambitious drivers. The third-generation Astra OPC, with 206 kW (280 hp) and a top speed of 250 km/h, is the model to beat. The new Insignia OPC, with 239 kW (325 hp) and a top speed of up to 270 km/h, leads the pack, followed by the Corsa OPC and Corsa OPC Nürburgring Editions with 141 kW (192 hp) and 155 kW (210 hp).
NEW CONCEPT IN DRIVER TRAINING

For amateurs, advanced drivers or real experts: Opel offers the right program for every driver with its newly-developed, multi-stage training concept.

The Opel driver training program ranges from teaching you the basics in your first efforts on the training grounds to giving you advanced instruction in OPC Performance Training with a true motorsport feeling. To provide all this, Opel puts its sanctuary of performance, the Dudenhofen Test Center, at your disposal.

The individually-tailored training sessions build on each other, step by step, the degree of difficulty is increased, placing greater demands on your driving ability.

Our experienced instructors base their intimate knowledge of the performance potential of the OPC models you’ll be driving, and they’ll guide you through the tests and advice you need. Our promise: after OPC Performance Training, you’ll improve your driving skills and be able to control your car more safely in many diverse situations.

In other words, you’ll discover the sheer joy and satisfaction of being a better driver.

Opel Rookie Training
Opel 4x4 Winter Training
OPC Performance Training
FACTS AND FIGURES

Venue: Test Center Dudenhofen
Am Opel Prüffeld 2
63110 Rodgau-Dudenhofen

Enter 'Rodgau', 'Am Opel Prüffeld' or 'Opel Prüffeld' in navigation systems.
Tip: Depending on the system you use, it may not be so easy to find the Dudenhofen grounds if you enter the full address

Hotel: Recommendations on the internet

Training: Truly dynamic and sporty driving exercises at increasing speeds; handling course with timed runs; high-speed track.

Duration: 1 day

For full information visit: http://www.opel.com/experience/driver-training/index.html
http://www.opel-motorsport.com/opc/fahrtrainings/

VEHICLES

Opel Astra OPC, Opel Corsa OPC Nürburgring Edition,
Opel Insignia OPC

Some illustrations in this brochure contain special equipment not included in standard specification.

For fuel consumption and emissions figures, visit: opel.com

www.opel.com
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